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Thames Valley District School Board  

 
PROCEDURE 

 

Title ASBESTOS PROCEDURES Procedure No. 2005a 

Department ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT 
SERVICES (HUMAN RESOURCES) 
 

  

Reference(s) Policy: Health and Safety 
- Occupational Health and Safety Act 
Reg 838/288 – Asbestos on Construction 
Projects and in Buildings and Repair Operations 

Effective Date 2001 March 5 

 
The Board has assigned the following responsibilities to ensure compliance with the above 
Policy and Legislation. 
 

• Facility Services will ensure that all Asbestos is identified, monitored and maintained in 
non-friable condition. (Appendix A) 

 
• Facility Services will provide a copy of the Asbestos Inventory including any update on 

removal and condition of the Asbestos to: 
 

- The Facility Manager/Principal (to be kept in General Office Files); 
- The Custodian at the facility (to be kept in a lock box location for access of service 

providers, contractors, maintenance staff); 
- The Health and Safety Department (to be kept in General School Files); 
- The Zone Office – Facility Services; 
- The Master copy is to be kept by Facility Services. 

 
• The condition of Asbestos within a Board owned building will be monitored by the 

Charge Custodian on a bimonthly basis, records of these inspection will be forwarded to 
the facility Principal/Manager, and a copy forwarded to Facility Services (Appendix B) 

• Principals/Building Managers will ensure all staff are aware of the location of asbestos 
within their facility, have access to the Asbestos Inventory and have a procedure for 
reporting abnormalities in the condition of the asbestos within their work site. Any 
abnormalities in the condition of the asbestos is to be reported to the Maintenance 
Leader on an emergency work order. If the situation warrants, the area surrounding the 
disturbed asbestos will be sealed off until repairs are completed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Administered By ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT 
SERVICES (HUMAN RESOURCES) 

Board Resolution No.  

Amendment Date(s) 2001 June 26 Amendment Resolution No.  
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• Board Personnel and Service Contractors are to review the Asbestos Inventory, and 

use the Ceiling Entry Procedures (Appendix C), if asbestos is present in the 
ceiling/ceiling space prior to disturbing any suspended ceiling. 

 
• The Joint Health and Safety Committees will be notified of scheduled Type 3 asbestos 

removals. 
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Appendix A 
Asbestos Inventory 

 
Board Owned Buildings 
 
Section 5 of the Asbestos on Construction Projects and in Buildings and Repair Operations 
requires that each building owned by the Board have an inventory which details the location 
and condition of asbestos containing construction materials within the building. 
 
Four copies of the inventory will be provided: 

• The Master copy is to be located at Central Facility Services 
• A copy is to be located in the Safety Department, TVDSB Education Centre 
• A copy will be kept by the Charge Custodian at the building inventoried and, 
• One copy will be kept by the Principal at the building inventoried in the School’s Central 

Office Filing under “A” Asbestos. 
• The Zone Office – Facility Services 

 
As the condition and status of asbestos materials in a building change through remediation, 
demolition or degradation, Facility Services will ensure that copies of the changes are 
forwarded to the Safety Department, Custodian and Principal/Building Manager, Master File 
and Facility Services Zone Office to be affixed to the Inventory as an Appendix. 
 
A copy of the Asbestos Inventory will be provided by Facility Services, to all contractors prior to 
any building renovations or alterations being tendered or contracted for any area or system in 
a facility in which asbestos is listed on the inventory. 
 
The Custodian’s copy of the Asbestos Inventory will be shared by the Custodian with Board 
Maintenance and Custodial workers assigned duties within the building. 
 
The Principal will ensure that all staff within the building are familiar with the Asbestos 
Inventory and Asbestos Procedures, the location of the inventory and the location and 
condition of asbestos within their work area. 
 
All lease, building rentals and use agreements will advise the user that there is/is not/maybe, 
asbestos containing building materials within the area they are to occupy, provide access to 
the inventory and detail a procedure for remediation in the event that asbestos is disturbed 
during their occupancy. 
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Appendix B 
Asbestos Monitoring 

 
Section 5(1) (e) of Regulation 838, Asbestos on Construction Projects and In Buildings and 
Repair Operations requires an inspection of asbestos materials at reasonable intervals in order 
to ensure it remains in non-friable condition. In order to comply with this regulation: 
 

• Charge Custodians will be trained in Asbestos Monitoring Procedures. 
 

• Asbestos within a building will be inspected bimonthly by the Charge Custodian, using 
the Custodians copy of the Asbestos Inventory. Any abnormalities are to be reported to 
the Maintenance Leader on an emergency work order. 

 
• Monitoring the Asbestos may require a Charge Custodian to view areas above false 

ceilings. As disturbances in these areas can go unnoticed, additional precautions are 
required and the Ministry’s Guidelines for Workplace inspections for Friable Asbestos 
Above False Ceilings. 

 
• A record of this inspection will be forwarded to Facility Services. This record will note 

any condition changes. If the condition of the Asbestos has depreciated and repairs are 
required, the Charge Custodian will immediately notify the Principal of the change and 
contact the appropriate Maintenance Leader to expedite repairs. 

 
Note: TVDSB workers are to be trained to the level of Type 1 asbestos removals or repairs. 
Type 2 & 3 Asbestos repairs and removals will be contracted. 
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Appendix C 
Ceiling Entry Precautions 

 
It is common for asbestos to be used as a fire retardant in ceiling cavities. When the asbestos 
inventory indicates that asbestos is present in a ceiling cavity either as a fire-retardant or 
wrapping on pipes, or has been used in ceiling tiles the following precautions will be used. 
 
Asbestos Monitoring – Custodian 
When conducting the bimonthly inspection, it is not known whether there is likely to be 
asbestos containing material lying on the ceiling surface, the following procedure is to be used. 

- Disturbance of the ceiling will only take place outside of classroom hours and in 
unoccupied rooms/corridors. 

- - Place a drop sheet of polyethylene or other suitable material beneath the area where 
the ceiling space is to be entered. 

- Carefully raise the edge of a ceiling tile and examine the surface of adjacent tiles for 
evidence of fallen insulation. 

- If the surface of the adjacent tiles is clean, the raised tile may be removed by sliding it 
over an adjacent tile. 

- If there is evidence of fallen debris, replace the tile and report by phone immediately to 
your Maintenance Leader. 

 
Ceiling Space Entry by Board Maintenance Staff 
 

• Before starting any work in a school check with the Charge Custodian or Principal to 
view the site’s Asbestos Report. 

 
• If asbestos is reported in an area where work is required, the follow steps 1 – 4 above. 

 
• If you encounter fallen debris, stop work immediately and contact your maintenance 

leader immediately. 
 
Ceiling Space Entry by Outside Contractors 
 

• Same as above for Maintenance Staff 
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Appendix C 
contd. 

 
GUIDANCE NOTE FOR WORKPLACE INSPECTIONS FOR FRIABLE ASBESTOS ABOVE 
FALSE CEILINGS 
Under O.Reg 654/85 
April 2, 1990 
 
Workplace parties may be required under O.Reg. 654/85 to inspect locations above false 
ceilings. This guidance note provides the procedure under which these inspections should take 
place. 
 
Inspecting a building to find friable asbestos-containing material may require entry into the 
space above a false ceiling. If sprayed-on insulation has been applied to the building structure, 
some of the insulating material may have broken free and fallen onto the surface of the false 
ceiling. Entry into the ceiling space could therefore disturb such fallen material, creating an 
exposure hazard if the material contains asbestos. 
 
Since, in conducting an inspection, it is not known whether there is likely to be asbestos-
containing material lying on the ceiling surface, it is advisable to assume there is and the 
ceiling space should only be entered from an unoccupied room, in schools, entry should be 
carried out only outside of classroom hours. The following procedure is recommended: 
 

- Place a drop sheet of polyethylene or other suitable material beneath the area where 
the ceiling space is to be entered. 

- Carefully raise the edge of a ceiling tile and examine the surface of adjacent tiles for 
evidence of fallen insulation. 

- If the surface of the adjacent tiles is clean or very little insulation has fallen the raised 
tile may be removed, by sliding it over an adjacent tile, and the ceiling space entered. 

- If a significant amount of insulation has fallen, lower the raised tile and put on protective 
clothing that is impervious to asbestos and an air purifying respirator with filters 
approved for protection against asbestos. The protective clothing should have tight 
fitting cuffs at the wrists and ankles and should include a head cover. When a respirator 
is worn, a good fit should be ensured by checking the seal between the face and the 
respirator. Respirators certified by the U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health meet this requirement. 

- The ceiling space may then be entered. 
- When inspection of the ceiling space is completed, replace the ceiling tile. 
- Clean the drop sheet and the protective clothing by wiping with a damp cloth or 

vacuuming with a HEPA-filtered vacuum. This damp cloth should then be placed in a 
plastic bag clearly marked as asbestos waste. 
 
 
The above is a reproduction of the Ministry of Labour’s Guideline for Ceiling Entry 
Please note – if any insulation has fallen – the ceiling may not be entered until it has been reported to the appropriate Facilities staff 
and clean-up has been completed. 
Steps 4 – 7 will be followed when working in ceiling spaces where asbestos has been identified as being present or when inspecting 
for the presence of asbestos. 
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Appendix D 
Wiring Contractor Precautions 

 
 
 
 
 
Asbestos Precautions 
 
 

- Before starting any work in a Thames Valley District School Board facility, check with 
the Custodian and/or the Principal to view the site’s Asbestos Report. 

- Do not enter ceiling spaces in rooms which are occupied by staff or students. 
- Follow the attached Guideline on Ceiling Entry, 
- If you encounter suspected or friable Asbestos, stop work immediately and contact the 

Project Coordinator or Maintenance Leader. 
- Always use appropriate Asbestos precautions including cleanup as specified by 

Regulation. 
 
Contractor Signature ____________________  Date ___________________ 
 
Project Coordinator/ 
Maintenance Leader Signature _________________________ 
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Appendix E 
Asbestos Waste 

 
Asbestos fibres, when airborne cause a serious inhalation hazard. It is for this reason 
that any cleanup of asbestos must not cause fibres to become airborne. Asbestos 
cleanup is specified by regulation and involves damp mopping and/or the use of a 
vacuum with a HEPA filter. 
 
All staff and contractors will comply with the Environmental Protection Act, RSO 
1990, Section 27 and Ontario Regulation 347, Section 17 when disposing of asbestos 
waste. 


